Electron capture in spin-trap capped peptides. An experimental example of ergodic dissociation in peptide cation-radicals.
Electron capture dissociation was studied with tetradecapeptides and pentadecapeptides that were capped at N-termini with a 2-(4'-carboxypyrid-2'-yl)-4-carboxamide group (pepy), e.g., pepy-AEQLLQEEQLLQEL-NH(2), pepy-AQEFGEQGQKALKQL-NH(2), and pepy-AQEGSEQAQKFFKQL-NH(2). Doubly and triply protonated peptide cations underwent efficient electron capture in the ion-cyclotron resonance cell to yield charge-reduced species. However, the electron capture was not accompanied by backbone dissociations. When the peptide ions were preheated by absorption of infrared photons close to the dissociation threshold, subsequent electron capture triggered ion dissociations near the remote C-terminus forming mainly (b(11-14) + 1)(+)* fragment ions that were analogous to those produced by infrared multiphoton dissociation alone. Ab initio calculations indicated that the N-1 and N-1' positions in the pepy moiety had topical gas-phase basicities (GB = 923 kJ mol(-1)) that were greater than those of backbone amide groups. Hence, pepy was a likely protonation site in the doubly and triply charged ions. Electron capture in the protonated pepy moiety produced the ground electronic state of the charge-reduced cation-radical with a topical recombination energy, RE = 5.43-5.46 eV, which was greater than that of protonated peptide residues. The hydrogen atom in the charge-reduced pepy moiety was bound by >160 kJ mol(-1), which exceeded the hydrogen atom affinity of the backbone amide groups (21-41 kJ mol(-1)). Thus, the pepy moiety functioned as a stable electron and hydrogen atom trap that did not trigger radical-type dissociations in the peptide backbone that are typical of ECD. Instead, the internal energy gained by electron capture was redistributed over the peptide moiety, and when combined with additional IR excitation, induced proton-driven ion dissociations which occurred at sites that were remote from the site of electron capture. This example of a spin-remote fragmentation provided the first clear-cut experimental example of an ergodic dissociation upon ECD.